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1.
Introduction
There is a need to provide our forces with a much-needed navigation capability for operations in urban environments where GPS is not available due to shielding, excessive errors due to multipath and the proliferation of new GPS jamming techniques. Accurate and precise pervasive positioning is one of the key enablers for urban warfare. An illustration of navigation in an urban environment is shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Navigation of a UAV in an urban environment.
To accomplish the positioning task, urban navigators currently use primarily GPS with map-aiding and/or odometry and gyros, beacon/Wi-Fi based localization systems, assisted GPS with HDTV or base stations, or Digital Scene Matching Area Correlation (DSMAC). Existing terrain navigators are not applicable for the urban environment. None of the existing systems achieve sub-meter positioning accuracies in challenging urban environments.
The main challenges for Radio Frequency (RF) based systems such as GPS or radio-beacon based systems are denial (intentional, unintentional, and shielding/shadowing) and severe multipath. Furthermore, these systems require an external infrastructure and detailed maps of the urban environment.
The proposed solution to the urban navigation problem is the tight integration of LADAR and inertial, i.e. Inertial is used to stabilize the LADAR at the cm-level, the LADAR map is then used to calibrate the Inertial at the cm-level. The resulting system has sub-meter level relative positioning performance. The focus of the proposed algorithm development will be performed utilizing a number of different methods such as using extracted corners formed by the intersection of two walls [2] , extracted lines [3] [4] [5] , and in conjunction to retroreflective beacons in known or unknown locations [6] . Although some work has been conducted to address necessary topics such as the estimation and use of error covariance [4] [5] [7] [8], most methods of navigation using laser scanners are ad hoc, with minimal analysis of the confidence, accuracy, integrity, or integration of the solution with other sensors. In [9] , the authors report loose coupling of the INS and two airborne laser scanners for terrain-based navigation in unknown environments.
While most existing approaches are only loosely coupled with odometery, an integration of 2D laser scans with GPS in the range-domain (generally referred to as tight coupling) is reported in [10] . Tight coupling of GPS, INS and an electro optical (EO) sensor is reported in [11] .
This report applies integrity monitoring techniques for assured detection and isolation of moving features. These techniques exploit redundancy in feature geometry for solving the detection/isolation problem. Essentially, incorporation of moving features into the navigation solution is considered as a faulty measurement case. Redundant features are applied to monitor integrity of the laser-based navigation solution and to detect and isolate faulty measurements created by moving features. Detection and isolation of faulty measurements using measurement redundancy is widely utilized in the area of GPS for autonomous integrity monitoring of GPS receivers [12] [13][14] [15] . This report adopts GPS integrity monitoring techniques to the area of LADAR-based navigation in order to detect and isolate moving features. Application of an integrity monitoring approach allows for 1) efficient detection and isolation of even very slowly moving features (sub-cm/s feature velocities); and, 2) assignment of confidence levels to the detection and isolation process: i.e., a probability that a feature velocity that exceeds the detection protection level will be undetected does not exceed a specified threshold (e.g., 10" 5 ).
Development of algorithms for real-time urban 3D position and attitude estimation using LADAR/INS integration. (Year 2 Task 2.1)

Introduction and basic concepts
While year 1 focused on performing 2D navigation with integrated LADAR and INS, year 2 focused on extending these concepts to three dimensions using only 2D LADAR scans. Again, lines were chosen as the basic feature representation, but this time consecutive lines were used to form planar surfaces that were then used to perform 3D navigation. The rationale for the use of planar surfaces for navigation in 3D urban environments is that planes are common in man-made environments. To exemplify, Figure 2 shows typical urban indoor (hallway) and outdoor (urban canyon) images. Multiple planes can be extracted from both images as illustrated in Figure 2 . Since changes in image feature parameters between two different scans are used for navigation, this feature must be observed in both scans. Feature repeatability is thus essential for the LADAR-based navigation. Planar surfaces satisfy this requirement, as they are highly repeatable from scan to scan. If a wall of a building stays in the LADAR measurement range and FoV then the plane associated with that wall repeats in the scan images.
Indoor image Outdoor i
Figure 2. Examples of planar surfaces observed in urban images: multiple planes can be extracted for indoor and outdoor image examples
Given that the sensor system observes N planar surfaces P, (in the camera frame) from the 3D image and that each planar surface is characterized by its centroid po,i and normal vector nj. From these two parameters, one can find the closest distance (or plane range) from the camera origin to the planar surface P t according to:
Pi-Poj-Di (1) Note that from equation (1) one could also derive an expression for the normal point on planar surface P, :
P n .i = x -sign(p 0 . i -n i )n i (2) Given the closest distance from the camera origin to the planar surface and the normal vector expressed in the camera frame at time epochs tk and ?*+/> the change in distance to the planar surface can be related to the normal vector and the change in user position according to:
Ap, =P i lt k+1 l-p i [tJ
This relationship is illustrated in the geometry depiction in Figure 3 . Given N planar surfaces, the JV equations for the planar surfaces can be rewritten in the following matrix form: Ax = r Ap,'
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Figure 3. Relation between position change and distance
A solution to equation (4) does exist only if matrix A has 3 or more independent rows. Given that each row consists of a normal vector, this means that the observing sensor must observe at least three non-parallel surfaces in the environment. In that case the solution to equation (4) can be obtained using any least squares implementation such as the normal equations, the QR decomposition, the singular value decomposition (SVD), or total least squares. Using the QR decomposition, the estimate for the position change is given by:
where A = QR with residual errors:
The scenario in which parallel planar surfaces do exist and not enough normal vectors are available for position change computation can be detected by inspection of the diagonal elements and rank of the R matrix. An example of such a situation would be the observation of the hallway depicted in Figure 2 ; if the end of the hallway can somehow not be observed only observability in two dimensions could be achieved. Integration with an IMU would be required to maintain a position solution during these outages. Note that the partial geometry information could still be used for integration with the IMU.
The estimation of the change in attitude of the camera from one frame to the next can be derived from the change in orientation of the normal vectors as expressed in the camera coordinate frame since the environment is assumed to be stationary. The normal vector at time epoch /*+/ can be related to the normal vector at time epoch tk via a Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM) as depicted in Figure 4 .
".(tkJ-cgftWO (7)
This DCM, CyJ"*,' is directly related to the attitude change of the camera in the navigation frame. The problem of estimating the attitude change of the camera platform is now equivalent to the problem of finding the matrix C^*, 1 ' that maximizes the dot product of the left and right hand sides of equation (7), or
Cfcy(t k )-n,(t w ) (8)
For N normal vectors corresponding to N planar surfaces, all N dot products (8) can be added resulting in the following metric: F = 2Q*;'n i (t k )-n i (t k+l )
The DCM estimate is thus given by: from which changes in pitch, roll and yaw can be found directly. To estimate the rotation matrix, a minimum of two non-parallel planar surfaces is required. It can be shown that equation (10) results in the least squares estimate of C^k* ) l) .
A direct solution to equation (10) is discussed in [16] , whereas [17] uses quaternions instead of the DCMs to calculate the three Euler angles. More about finding the attitude change in section 3.5.
Note that a correct correspondence of planar surfaces is a necessity for the method to result in a reliable estimate of change in attitude.
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».('*•!) Figure 4 . Change in normal vector orientation Figure 5 illustrates a generic navigation routine that exploits planar surfaces to derive the navigation solution. A 3D scan image of the environment is obtained by a scanning LADAR. Planes are extracted from LADAR images and used to estimate the navigation solution that is comprised of changes in LADAR position and orientation between scans. In order to use a planar surface for the estimation of position and orientation changes from one scan to the next, this planar surface must be observed in both scans and it must be known with certainty that the plane in one scan corresponds to the plane in the next scan.
Hence, the feature matching procedure establishes a correspondence between planes extracted from the current scan and planes extracted from previous scans. The navigation routine stores planes extracted from previous scans into the plane list. 
Figure 5. Generic routine of 3D navigation that uses images of a scanning LADAR
In the final report of last year as well as reference [18] , INS data are exploited to match lines extracted from 2D LADAR images for a 2D navigation case. In order to use INS data for plane matching, line-matching algorithms developed in [18] must be extended for a 3D case. Hence, the feature matching procedure has to use position and orientation outputs of the INS to predict plane location and orientation in the current scan based on plane parameters observed in previous scans. If predicted plane parameters match closely to the parameters of the plane extracted from the current scan, a match is declared and a matched plane is used for navigation computations. Note that INS data can also be applied to compensate for LADAR motion during scans for those cases where such motion can introduce significant distortions to LADAR scan images. Following feature matching, changes in parameters of the planes that are matched between different scans are exploited to estimate the navigation and attitude solution. Changes in plane parameters are also applied to periodically re-calibrate the INS to reduce drift terms in inertial navigation outputs in order to improve the quality of the INS-based plane prediction used by the feature matching procedure. This year's effort focused on the key aspects of the planar based navigation that are related to LADAR data processing only. Development of LADAR/INS integrated components is currently underway. To obtain 3D planar surfaces from the environment 3D imaging sensor could be used, but these sensors are costly and currently not readily available. The following section will address the 3D imaging technology shortly. Since 2D LADAR scanners are readily available, two methods were investigated to use 2D LADAR scans to estimate planar surfaces. At the current time, both methods have not yet been compared, but they are expected to be equivalent in performance, although the second method is easier to visualize. LADAR imaging technologies are discussed first.
Optical Sensors
Various optical approaches exist to obtain 3D imagery of the environment such as stereovision camera systems, the combination of a digital camera and projected light from a laser source, flash LADAR systems, and systems based on a LADAR scanning in both azimuth and elevation directions.
Flash LADAR sensors consist of a modulated laser emitter coupled with a focal plane array detector and the required optics. Similar to a conventional camera this sensor creates an "image" of the environment, but instead of producing a 2D image where each pixel has associated intensity values, the Flash LADAR generates an image where each pixel measurement consists of an associated range and intensity value. Current Flash LADAR technology is capable of greater than 100 x 100 pixel resolution with 5 mm depth resolution at a 30 Hz frame rate. And low-cost 3D imager solutions with less range accuracy (cm rather than mm) and range are available from commercial companies such as MESA Imaging, Canesta, Inc., and PMD Technologies GmbH. Even with a limited range of between 7 and 30m), these camera have application in our target indoor environment since the distances to the observed planar surfaces is limited as well. These cameras derive the range by measuring the phase difference (shift) between the transmitted and received (from the target) signal from a modulated light source and have a range limitation determined by the wavelength of the modulation. Other commercial sensors such as the sensors by Advanced Scientific Concepts, Inc. (ASC) measure the time-of-flight of a light pulse to compute distance. The advantage of all these 3D imaging sensors is the instantaneous acquisition of all pixels within the FoV. The disadvantage is their oftenlimited range and limited FoV. The limited FoV can significantly limit the availability of features that can be used for navigation. Note that the limited FoV mainly depends on the optics used for the camera and that a larger FoV results in a higher power requirement since the light source must provide the same light density over a larger spherical area.
3D imaging sensors based on scanning LADARs are also commercially available, for example, from Velodyne, AutonoSys, Riegl and Optech. In contrast to the flash LADAR sensors, these scanning systems require a large amount of optics and precise scanning mechanisms and are, therefore, often expensive. Since these systems are pulsed and have a very narrow instantaneous FoV, their ranges are longer and the range accuracy is higher. The FoV of these sensors is, furthermore, determined by the scanning mechanism and is in general much larger (as large as 360 deg). This type of scanners is designed primarily for mapping applications. The scan rate is generally slow (from few seconds to few minutes per FoV) due to extensive scans at different elevation angles, which is not required for navigation applications as shown in the following sections.
This report proposes a low-cost alternative to existing 3D scanning LADARs in order to develop and verify 3D navigation methods. An inexpensive 2D scanning LADAR (SICK LMS-200) is augmented by a low-cost servomotor that enables LADAR rotations in a limited elevation range. The elevation range is chosen to allow for plane reconstruction as described in the next section. The 3D navigation methods described in this paper are also developed to meet the UAV payload requirements, since the limited elevation scan range allows for a simple and light sensor design and requires limited processing power of the LADAR data.
2D LADAR sensor imagery has been previously considered for 3D plane reconstruction in mapping applications. Particularly, in [19] , 2D LADAR images are used to construct planar maps of indoor office environments. Specifically, [19] employs an upward looking 2D LADAR that is mounted on a robotic vehicle. Planar surfaces are extracted from multiple LADAR images that are collected as the robot moves through the indoor hallway. While [19] performs a 3D mapping, the navigation task is still carried out in two dimensions using data of a 2D forward-looking LADAR. As mentioned previously, the focus of this paper is 3D autonomous navigation as opposed to 3D mapping. Hence, the plane extraction method described in the following section is not optimized for mapping purposes but for estimation of the UAV 3D navigation solution from the changes in plane parameters between scans.
Plane Reconstruction using 2D LADAR Rotations in a Limited Elevation Range
The method for 3D navigation using 2D LADAR scans is based on deriving the parameters that define a planar surface from two or more LADAR scans. These scans can be obtained by simultaneously measuring multiple scans from LADAR sensors installed under different orientations on the UAV platform or by rotating a single LADAR scanner. We assume the latter configuration for the remainder of this report. LADAR first performs a scan at zerorotation as shown in Figure 6 . The LADAR scanning beam intersects with a planar surface created, for example, by a wall of a building. A line is obtained in the scan image as a result of this intersection. This line can be extracted from the scan image using line extraction techniques such as the ones reported in [20] . One line is obviously insufficient for the plane reconstruction since this line can belong to multiple planes as illustrated in Figure 7 . The LADAR is thus rotated and a second scan is taken as shown in Figure 8 . Two intersect lines are obtained after the rotated scan is performed: 1) intersection of the planar surface with the non-rotated LADAR scanning plane ( Figure 6 ) and 2) intersection of the planar surface with the rotated LADAR scanning plane ( Figure 8 ). These two lines are applied for the plane reconstruction. A plane reconstruction that is solely based on two lines can still be ambiguous. Particularly, if there is a second planar surface present within the FoV of the LADAR, a fictitious plane can be fit through two lines that belong to different real planes as illustrated in Figure 9 . Hence, information contained in two LADAR images is insufficient to separate real and fictitious planes.
A third scan (second elevated scan) is taken to resolve the plane reconstruction ambiguity. Figure 9 illustrates the second elevated scan. A third intersect line is extracted from the third scan image. This line belongs to the real plane but does not belong to the fictitious plane. The fictitious plane is thus removed, which completes the plane reconstruction.
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Planar surface (e.g. a building wall)
Figure 9. Second rotated scan: a third intersect line is extracted from the LADAR scan image; the use of this line allows for the removal of fictitious planes
The above consideration demonstrates that three consecutive LADAR scans (zero-rotation scan and two rotated scans) are sufficient for the reconstruction of planar surfaces. A formal description of the reconstruction procedure is offered next. Figure 10 illustrates the LADAR body frame. In Figure 11 , n is the plane normal vector, which is the unit vector that originates from the LADAR body frame origin perpendicular to the planar surface; p is the plane range (as given in equation (1), which is the closest distance from the body-frame origin to the plane; 8 is the plane tilt angle, which is the angle between the plane normal vector and the Xb,yb 14 plane; a is the plane azimuth angle, which is the angle between the projection of n on the Xb,yb plane and the Xb axis. Note that the plane normal vector is related to the plane angular parameters (azimuth and tilt angles) as follows: n = cos(a) • cos (9) sin(a)-cos (0) sin (9) (ID A plane can be also represented by its normal point where the normal point is the intersection of the plane and a line originating from the LADAR location perpendicular to the plane of interest.
Equation (12) formulates the plane equation in Cartesian coordinates:
where Xb, yb, and Zb are the Cartesian coordinates of any point, pb, that belongs to the plane, these coordinates are expressed in the LADAR body frame. Figure 12 shows lines of intersection of LADAR scanning plane with the planar surface being reconstructed for cases of zero elevation scan and elevated scan.
Zero elevation scan z t,
Figure 12. Intersections of the planar surface with non-elevated and elevated LADAR scanning planes; for the elevated scan, the LADAR is rotated about its Xb axis on angle cp
Using a polar line representation, the intersect line for the zero elevation scan is expressed as follows: (14) or:
Dividing both sides of equation (15) by cos(6) yields:
Comparison of equations (13) and (16) 
Substitution of the coordinate transformation equation (18) into the plane equation (12) provides the plane equation expressed at the elevated LADAR frame:
This plane intersects with the LADAR scanning plane at zj, -0. The intersect line equation is thus expressed as follows:
This line can be also expressed using line parameters estimated from the elevated scan image. The expression is similar to equation (19) above:
x b-cos(a iinC: ) + y^sin(a lme; ) = p, me; (21) Equations (20) and (21) formulate the intersect line equation using plane parameters and parameters of the line (range and angle) determined from LADAR data, correspondingly. Evaluating equations (20) and (21) at x' b = 0 yields:
From equation (22) it follows:
Substitution of equation (7) into (13) provides the following expression:
or:
The plane tilt angle is thus related to the estimates of intersect line parameters obtained from the zero elevation scan and the elevated scan:
,«x Pline, As mentioned previously, a second rotated scan is applied to remove fictitious planes. Fictitious planes can be created by fitting a plane through two lines that belong to different real planes. To remove fictitious planes, equation (27) is applied to compute estimates of plane parameters for the zero and first elevated scans (d|,9,,p,), and zero and second elevated scans (d 2 ,6 2 ,p 2 ). Differences in plane parameter estimates are then compared to predetermined threshold values (6a,66,6p). The plane is extracted if the differences between estimates are below the thresholds, i.e. if the following conditions are satisfied:
Otherwise, the plane extraction is not declared and the plane is removed from consideration. Removal of fictitious planes completes the plane reconstruction procedure.
The threshold values in equation (28) where Aa and o (i are the LADAR angular resolution and standard deviation of ranging measurement noise, accordingly. The use of predetermined thresholds can be modified into an adaptive threshold choice by evaluating the real quality of lines extracted from scan images and then transforming line extraction errors into plane errors through the plane estimation equation (27) . Particularly, the approach proposed in [21] exploits the actual line noise samples comprised of LADAR measurement errors and a texture of a scanned surface to estimate sigma values of line extraction errors. Hence, this approach evaluates the actual line quality and characterizes it by one-sigma values of errors in line parameter estimates (range and angle). For adaptive choice of plane extraction thresholds, line errors must be first transformed into plane parameter errors for (6tj,0j,pj) and (a 2 ,82,^2). Adaptive extraction thresholds then need to accommodate combined errors in (&i,8i,pi) and (62,82,P2)-Aspects of the adaptive threshold choice will be addressed by future research.
The plane extraction procedure can separate planes only if differences between plane parameters exceed the threshold values in equation (29). Thus, planar surfaces with closely located normal points are merged into a single plane. The procedure does not separate those planes that are nearly coplanar (i.e. differences in angular plane parameters are below the threshold) and are nearly at the same distance from the origin of the LADAR body-frame (i.e. differences in plane ranges are below the threshold). This feature can limit the use of the plane extraction method proposed herein for mapping applications. However, from the navigation perspective, separation of planar surfaces that are nearly coplanar does not have a considerable influence on the observability of navigation states (position and attitude). Particularly, dilution of precision (DOP) values that characterize the influence of planar geometry on the navigation solution accuracy (see the section on the use of plane parameters for computing the navigation solution for the definition of DOP) stay practically unchanged if nearly coplanar surfaces are used separately for computing the navigation solution. Thus, this paper does not address this separation.
It must be also noted that a limited elevation scan range is used for the plane extraction method presented in this section. As a result, the method has limited application in 3D mapping: i.e. map building. For navigation applications, the plane extraction method described in this report allows for a complete reconstruction of planar surfaces that are then used to compute a 3D navigation solution.
LADAR motion during scans and between consecutive scans taken at different elevation angles can degrade the accuracy of the plane extraction procedure described in the previous section. First, LADAR motion during a single scan (i.e. motion between measuring first and last points in a scan) can distort lines observed in scan images. Second, LADAR motion between consecutive scans at different elevation angles can influence the choice of plane extraction thresholds that are applied in equation (27) . This section discusses the influence of LADAR motion on the planar-based navigation.
The influence of LADAR motion during scans is evaluated below for the case of SICK LMS-200 scanning LADAR. This LADAR has a scan duration of 6.5 ms, the angular resolution of 0.5 deg and a standard deviation of the ranging noise of 1 cm. LADAR motion does not introduce considerable distortions to the scan image if the LADAR displacement and LADAR rotation over the scan duration does not exceed the ranging noise level and angular resolution, correspondingly. The following conditions must be satisfied:
where |(V LAUAK )| is the absolute value of the average LADAR velocity during the scanning interval, |(<o LADAR )| is the absolute value of the average LADAR rotation rate during the scan, and At scan is the scan duration. Applying range and angular error specification of the SICK LMS-200 LADAR in equation (30) yields that the LADAR velocity must not exceed 1.5 m/s and the angular rate must not exceed 77 deg/s in order to avoid motion-related distortions of scan images. While the angular motion generally stays below this angular rate threshold for most UAV applications, the velocity threshold can be exceeded for at least some of the UAV flight scenarios.
LADAR scans at different elevation angles are separated by a finite time interval. If the LADAR motion between scans exceeds ranging noise and angular resolution, this motion must be taken into account. The maximum allowable translational motion and rotational motion between scans are computed as follows:
where AT scans is the time interval between two consecutive scans at different elevation angles. For the current system implementation that is described in the test setup section below, AT scans is equal to 0.7 s. In this case, the maximum allowable LADAR velocity and angular rate that does not require the use of motion compensation procedures are estimated as 1.4 cm/s and 0.7 deg/s, accordingly. For UAV operational scenarios where these motion thresholds are exceeded, INS data must be used for the LADAR motion compensation. To apply the INS-based motion compensation approach, the coordinate transformation equation (18) is modified to accommodate the LADAR motion between horizontal and elevated scans. For a general case of an arbitrary LADAR motion between these scans, equation (18) is modified as follows:
where C [NS is the INS estimate of the DCM for the LADAR rotation between scans (for a general case, this rotation includes both forced elevation rotation of the LADAR and any additional rotations due to the motion of autonomous vehicle), and Ax INS , Ay INS , and Az INS are the INS estimates of the LADAR displacement components resolved in the axes of the LADAR body frame at the horizontal scan. Taking into account equation (32), the equation for the planar surface in the tilted scan frame is modified as follows: Similar to the derivation of equations (22) through (27) , the modified plane extraction procedure was derived from equations (17), (34) and (21) 
A modified plane extraction procedure, which uses inertial data (C, NS , Ax INS , Ay, NS , and Az INS ) for the LADAR motion compensation as it is formulated by equation (35), will be implemented by future development that will consider LADAR/INS integration aspects of the planar-based navigation.
Alternative Plane Reconstruction Method
Given multiple measurements made with a 2D laser scanner of the same surface as illustrated in Figure 8 , we can set up a set of equations for 3D translational motion. Let us inspect the case for three measurements (at times to, ti and t2) of a single planar surface, P, from consecutive 2D LADAR scans. Each measurement is a line segment composed of multiple scan points.
Let's define a centroid, p 0 , of the line segment at to:
where Pj,o are the 'laser' points at time to.
Given a rotational motion of the body from time to to ti given by the DCM, CjJJ"), a difference in orientation between the gimbaled LADAR frame between to to ti given by the DCM, c'°, and the displacement of the LADAR reference point equal to Ax 0 , the points consisting of eigenvectors of A T A. Since the rank of A is 3 and only two vector are required to span the planar surface P, the third column of V corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue and is thus the best estimate of the normal to the planar surface, or:
The centroid of this new planar surface can thus be estimated as follows: 
Navigation using Planar Surfaces
Given the linear equation in (4) and the planar surface normal and distance obtained from equation (27) or (44) and (46), the translational motion of the vehicle can be solved in a standard Least Mean Squared (LMS) sense by:
In (47), Ap is the estimated delta range vector, which contains differences in estimates of plane ranges computed based on LADAR data for scans i and j.
The LMS position accuracy depends on the relative plane geometry, which is determined by the LMS measurement matrix (the H matrix). This paper uses Dilution of Precision (DOP) factors to characterize the geometry influence on the relationship between the localization accuracy and the planar range accuracies. DOP factors for the LMS solution defined by equation (47) are formulated in this section. The next section uses simulation results to illustrate the influence of relative planar geometry on the delta positioning accuracy.
The DOP-based approach is adopted from the Global Positioning System (GPS) where DOPs are employed to characterize the influence of satellite geometry on the positioning accuracy. Generally speaking, the use of DOP factors for plane-based localization allows evaluation of the localization accuracy for a given plane geometry and accuracy of the plane range estimates. More specifically, the DOP is defined as a geometry dependent linear coefficient that relates a standard deviation of the delta position estimation error to a standard deviation of the delta range error. For instance, a Vertical DOP (VDOP) relates a standard deviation of the vertical delta position error (o Ax ) with a standard deviation of error in plane range changes (o Ap ):
Dilution of Precision (DOP) factors can be formulated for the plane based navigation similarly to the GPS DOP formulation (see reference [22] for the corresponding formulation of GPS DOPs). From equation (47) it follows that the relationship between the position error vector (6(Ax)) and the range change error vector (6(Ap)) is given by:
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The variance of 6(AR) is derived from equation (49) and yields the following variance relation:
where: 
DOP factors are thus formulated as follows: Let's come back to finding C^[ k * ) ' ) in equation (7) from the observed normal vectors. To compute the DCM, the attitude estimation algorithm needs to solve Wahba's problem [23] : given a first set of normal vectors with vector components resolved at the i-scan's frame and the second set of the same vectors with their components resolved at the j-scan's frame, find the DCM that brings the second set into the best least square correspondence with the first. At least two non-collinear normal vectors are required for the attitude estimation. Attitude is generally estimated by solving an eigenvalue/eigenvector problem, which requires solution of non-linear equations. For instance, the quaternion estimation algorithm (QUEST) finds the optimal LMS quaternion by computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a four-by-four Hessian matrix [24] . In this case, a fourth order equation has to be solved in order to computer eigenvalues. This paper implements a two-step attitude estimation approach. First, an initial (non-optimal) DCM is computed based on two noncollinear normal vectors. Second, DCM initialization errors are optimally estimated by applying a standard linear LMS formulation. The use of linear solution vs. non-linear solution techniques is beneficial for error analysis, since it allows for a direct transformation of plane extraction errors into attitude estimation errors. The two-step attitude estimation procedure is discussed next.
As stated previously, the DCM is first initialized based on two non-collinear vectors. Initial DCM is found based on two computational rotations of the j-frame that align j-frame vector components with their components at the i-frame. Corresponding DCM computations are described in details in [25] . Main computational steps are summarized below. Two associated non-collinear plane vectors extracted from scan i and scan j (n iko ,n im and n jk , n jm ) are used to compute the initial DCM. Two vectors with the maximum absolute value of their cross product are chosen amongst all available plane normal vectors to maximize non-collinearity. An extensive search is performed through all possible pairs of normal vectors extracted from scan i to find the vector pair that maximizes the crossproduct absolute value:
where x is the vector cross-product and M is the total number of planes extracted.
As stated above, the DCM is computed based on two computational rotations of the j-frame that match j-frame vectors components n J)lc and rij mo with their i-frame components n iko and n im . First rotation matches components of «j k and n ik : i.e., the j-frame is computationally rotated such that n jk|i vector components become n ik components at the end of rotation as illustrated in Figure 13 . 
Computational rotation of j-frame that aligns vector components at j-frame with its components at i-frame
Hence, n jk| is rotated relative to the j-frame as shown in Figure 13 . The rotation axis li, is perpendicular to both n ik and n jmo , i.e.: P*l =A i,k 0 xA j,k 0 (56) and the rotation angle <j)| is the angle between iij k and n i k :
<t>! -arccos(n j>ko n i>k J
To support this vector rotation, j-frame must be rotated in the direction opposite to the vector rotation. Thus, based on rotation angle and rotation axis, the DCM of the first rotation is computed as follows:
where 'exptn' is the exponential matrix function and ji|X is the skew-symmetric matrix defined as follows: 
After the first rotation, the following condition is satisfied:
and, components of the second normal vector are transformed as follows:
The second rotation matches n} m with n jm while previously matched n ik and n jk remain unchanged:
Correspondingly, n ik serves as a rotation axis for the second rotation (i.e. \a 2 = n :k ). The rotation angle is chosen to satisfy the first condition in equation (62). In this case, the rotation angle fc can be estimated as the angle between projections of n' im and a im on the planar surface perpendicular to n iko (see [25] for more details). Computation of the DCM for the second rotation is similar to DCM computations for the first rotation:
The initial DCM estimate is determined as a superposition of the above rotations:
The initial estimate of the direction cosine matrix can be represented as follows:
where 6CJ is the DCM estimation error matrix. Linear approximation of this matrix yields:
where 6Q x is the skew-symmetric matrix: A LMS solution is applied to estimate initial angular errors:
« (ij H Q / H£ An (72)
Note that the measurement matrix An is based on estimated values of plane normal vectors that are computed from LADAR data. Finally, the initial DCM estimate is adjusted to incorporate LMS estimates of initial angular errors:
Equation (72) provides the linear relation between plane normal vectors and angular adjustments. Unlike non-linear attitude estimation methods, this linear relation can be directly applied to formulate the influence of relative plane geometry on the estimation accuracy of the LADAR platform pitch, roll, and heading angles. Similarly to the delta position LMS solution above, DOP factors can be derived to relate errors in plane normal vectors to angular errors. However, unlike the range errors for the position case, the normal vector errors are generally correlated. Particularly, errors in components of the same normal vector are correlated as it can be inferred from equations (10) and (37). This correlation needs to be taken into account for the derivation of DOP factors for the attitude case. This derivation is outside the scope of this report.
In order to use planar surfaces for the estimation of position and orientation changes as formulated in this section, it must be known with certainty that a plane in scan i corresponds to the plane in scan j. For plane matching, INS data can be used to predict the plane range and normal vector in scan j based on range and normal vector extracted from scan i:
where pj and nj are predicted range and normal vector; p ( and n, are plane range and normal vector extracted from scan i; and, Ax INS and AC^ are the INS estimates of the position change vector and direction cosine matrix increment between scans i and j. If the predicted range and normal vector (pj and nj) match closely to the range and normal vector extracted from scan j (p } and rij), the plane correspondence is established between scans i and j. Note that plane matching thresholds must accommodate both plane extraction errors and INS drift errors. As stated previously, implementation of the feature matching procedure that exploits inertial data will be addressed by future research. For the current realization of the 3D navigation solution, simulation and test scenarios are designed such that a direct plane correspondence can be used to match planes between different scans: i.e., a k th plane extracted from scan i always correspond to the k' plane extracted from scan j-
Simulation Results
The plane-based navigation methodology is first verified using simulations. Three planar surfaces are simulated according to the geometry shown in Figure 14 . Six motion components (three translational motion components and three rotational motion components) are thus implemented for the simulation test. Axes of the LADAR body frame coincide with the navigation frame axes (x, y, z axes in Figure 12 ) at the initial time (start of the trajectory).
Delta position and delta orientation estimates are computed based on changes in plane parameters between the initial 3D scan and the current 3D scan. Thus, delta position and orientation estimates correspond to position and orientation changes between the start of the trajectory and the current trajectory point. Figure 16 shows errors in angular estimates. To compare the computed attitude with the reference attitude trajectory, the estimated DCM was transformed into Euler angles (pitch, roll and heading) using a standard transformation routine described in [26] .
Errors in angular estimates, cleg To illustrate the influence of the plane geometry on the delta position accuracy, the tilt angle of one of the simulated planes is increased from 3 deg to 30 deg as shown in Figure  17 . As a result, the VDOP value is decreased from 10.6 to 2.3.
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Figure 18. 3D plane-based navigation (Scenario 2): errors in the delta position solution
The simulation scenarios implemented above demonstrate that non-vertical planes are required to observe changes in the z position component. For applications such as autonomous operation of UAVs in urban environments, this requirement may not always be satisfied, particularly, for those cases where planar surfaces are created by vertical walls of surrounding buildings. In these cases, the system can be augmented by a downwardlooking scanning LADAR capable of extracting the horizontal planar surfaces created, for instance, by urban roads. Figure 19 shows a photograph of the test setup that is developed to demonstrate the feasibility of 3D trajectory estimation from LADAR measurements. The scanning LADAR outputs measurement messages comprising of all measurements corresponding to a single scan. LADAR messages are detected by the message detection block of the FPGA-based control and data collection board. Once the LADAR message is detected, the board updates the servo elevation angle through the servo control block. One of the key requirements for the setup design is that the LADAR motion between different elevation angles does not interfere with the LADAR scans themselves. In other words, the servo motor must change the LADAR elevation angle between scans and not during the scans to avoid introducing distortions into the scan images. To satisfy this requirement, the FPGA-based control board sends the elevation angle change command to the servo motor immediately after the detection of the LADAR measurement message. Thus, the servo has enough time to change the LADAR elevation angle before the next scan is performed. A 2D scan repetition rate of about 0.7 s is implemented for the test setup. This time interval is sufficient to change the LADAR elevation angle for the low-cost servo option used in the setup. The data collection block forms output messages where each message contains scanning measurements from a single scan and the values of the scan's elevation angle that is provided by the servo control block. Output messages are received through a USB port and stored into a binary file on a PC.
Test Setup and Results
To process the experimental data, a data segmentation scheme is implemented as illustrated in Figure 21 . Results of live data tests are used to demonstrate the feasibility of the methods developed in this paper. Test scenarios are designed to demonstrate: 1) reconstruction of planar surfaces from LADAR data, and 2) estimation of position and orientation changes of the LADAR based on the extracted planar surface parameters. Figure 22 shows a photograph of the test scene for the first live data test scenario used to demonstrate the plane reconstruction. The scans are taken in an indoor office environment. Note that the LADAR scan that corresponds to the zero elevation angle is a 2D horizontal scan. Two wooden boards were added to the environment for the second test scenario as illustrated in Figure 24 . Plane reconstruction results are shown in Figure 25 and demonstrate a successful reconstruction of planar surfaces visible to the LADAR.
Figure 25. Reconstructed planes for the test scenario 2: two planes associated with the wooden boards as well two planes associated with office walls are successfully reconstructed; the third office wall is not visible to the LADAR as it is being blocked by the wooden boards
Feasibility of the planar-based navigation methods presented in this report was initially verified with experimental data. As mentioned previously, this report does not address LADAR/1NS integration aspects of the generic 3D navigation scheme. Hence, the test scenario was designed such that INS-related procedures (motion compensation and feature matching) do not have to be applied. Particularly, the test was performed in the office environment shown in Figure 24 . In this case, a direct correspondence between planes observed at different scan images can be used for feature matching (i.e., a k' plane in one image always corresponds to the k th plane in another image). In addition, the test scenario implemented does not require compensation of LADAR motion during 3D scans where a 3D scan is defined as three consecutive 2D scans at 0 deg, 5 deg, and 10 deg elevation angles. For this test scenario, stationary LADAR data were first collected for thirty 3D scans. A 3D LADAR motion was then applied: the LADAR was displaced simultaneously in x, y, and z directions (0. Standard deviation of errors in pitch, roll, and heading angles are estimated as 1.6 deg, 2.5 deg, and 1 deg, correspondingly. It is noted that attitude errors for the live data test are increased notably as compared to attitude errors for the simulation test: the increase is from a sub-degree level to a degree level. This error increase is mainly attributed to the deviation of the actual elevation angle of the low-cost servomotor from the commanded angular value that is used for plane computations (see equation (37) above).
Overall, test results presented in this section proof the validity of the methodology developed to reconstruct translational motion in three dimensions at the cm accuracy level and to reconstruct rotational motion in three dimensions at the degree accuracy level. This accuracy level can be enhanced by improving the precision of the LADAR elevation rotations or by measuring these rotations precisely with the INS.
Covariance Analysis and Integrity Monitoring
The first task of integrity monitoring in 3D LADAR navigation is to detect moving objects or features from the position solution.
Moving features can be isolated and removed through monitoring of the LMS position solution residuals. It is a similar process to the moving line detection algorithm of 2D LADAR navigation, which has been accomplished in year 1. LMS residuals, as shown in (6) 
The measurement noise component can be attributed to the laser ranging noise and variations due to the texture of the scanned surface. The bias, however, is induced by making range measurements of a moving feature. The moving feature can be isolated by bias detection in the residual error vector. The residuals are compared against a failure detection threshold C that is determined by the desired probability of false alarm (PFA) and probability of missed detection (PMD)-If this threshold is exceeded, a moving feature will be detected and removed from the solution. A maximum undetectable feature velocity is directly related to the minimum detectable bias (MDB) in the parity domain. If feature motion creates a solution bias that is transformed into parity bias that exceeds the MDB, this motion will be detected with given PFA and P M D-If the measurement noise v is Gaussian distributed, the detection thresholds and the MDB value are defined as follows: 
where MDB5 rangc, is the measurement MDB (or, equivalently, range-domain MDB) for the / th feature. The range-domain MDB is directly related to the minimum feature velocity that can be detected by the parity test (or, equivalently, maximum feature velocity that remains undetected). Particularly, the range bias caused by feature motion is determined as follows:
where V is the average velocity in the direction perpendicular to the line associated with moving feature, and T exp is the feature exposure time or feature observation interval. The maximum undetectable velocity of a feature given a fixed T exp , or minimum exposure time required to detect the moving feature given the velocity can be determined using (80).
Estimation of the detection threshold and MDB using (77) relies on the covariance matrix of the LMS parity. The covariance analysis is performed based on the plane reconstruction method introduced in 3.4, by equations (36) through (46), as these equations are formed in a linear manner.
Assuming that noise of all the M scans is independent, the line measurement errors are transformed into parity error covariance as follows: 
Whereas, the first component in equation (83) represents the error directly associated with the LADAR point observables, the second component describes the error caused by inaccurate normal vector estimation. Although the two components are not independent from each other, they are conservatively modeled as uncorrelated error sources.
The term 1 Nn + N, 
where a LS is the standard deviation of range measurement noise and o texture represents the error due to the texture of a scanned object. As a result, the variance of the first component of (83) can be over-bounded by:
Variance estimation of the second component in (83) requires knowledge of the error in the normal vector of the planar surface P, n P . As defined in (38) and (39), with the centroid of line segment IQ ,p 0 , and an arbitrary point on t\, Pjj , the normal vector of the plane has 40 to satisfy (pn-po)-iip = 0. Therefore, the measurement noise on PQ and p: j is transformed into noise on the normal vector using
where 6np ; is the error on n/> contributed by p 0 and p; j.
For simplicity of analysis, we assume that the noise components of p 0 , pj i and n P are independent on x y and z directions. Future research included in Year 3 of this effort will verify these assumptions. As a the three covariance matrices are approximated by: As shown in (40), n P is calculated with a LMS solution utilizing all the Ni points on (.\. The measurement noise of each individual scan is also assumed to be independent. Therefore, the over-all error on tip can be estimated and over-bounded using:
van. Remember that the error analysis is performed to estimate the covariance matrix defined in (82). With the above simplification, the covariance matrix can be over-bounded by COV (1 = diag(2cr). Computer simulation has been used to validate the covariance analysis. It also shows that a moving feature that has the minimum detectable bias can be reliably isolated with the threshold defined in (77).
One possible shortcoming of the above integrity monitoring approach would be the observability. The method requires redundant measurements to detect a moving feature, which means at least four planar surfaces have to be included in position solution. There may be less than four surfaces in some indoor applications, which will cause unavailability of the integrity. In addition, the MDB in equation (77) only applies to a moving surface that has a changing distance in relative to the LADAR. Although rarely observed in practice, it is possible for a moving object to rotate around the LADAR while maintaining a constant distance. Such a surface would have an erroneous estimation of normal vector and consequently cause deviation in position and attitude solutions. However, it may be difficult to detect a moving feature at constant distance with the parity of position LMS.
As discussed in Section 3.5, the 3D LADAR algorithm not only enables 3-D position solutions, but also provides attitude estimation. The second task of integrity monitoring is to detect a moving feature from attitude solution residuals.
As pointed out in (70), given an initial estimation, the attitude can be solved via AQ = (H^H Q )"'-H^AA 
Assuming that the normal vector errors on M planes are independent from each other, the covariance matrix of An can be over-bounded by:
COV ( where COVQJ^ ^ is the k th row, k th column element of the residual covariance. Detection and isolation of a rotating feature has also been verified via computer simulation.
As can be noticed from (91) and (92), HQ is a Mx3 by Mx3 matrix. The residual vector is 1 by Mx3-3, which provides a far greater observability than the 1 by M-3 vector e defined in (76). In practice, the initial estimation of attitude is formed with two non-collinear normal vectors. An additional normal vector provides additional integrity information. However, integrity monitoring with the attitude residuals has an apparent blind-spot. It only detects change in plane normal vectors, and thus cannot isolate a surface moving toward or away from the LADAR that keeps the same direction. The detection threshold defined in (97) can be used to aid the primary integrity monitor implemented on position solution residuals.
4.
Data collection with the 4-rotor UAV in an urban environment.
To verify the algorithms developed in the first two years of this effort, data from an actual UAV with a scanning LADAR sensor will be collected onboard Ohio University's FourRotor Flying Sensor Platform. This platform was developed by Michael Stepaniak and Caleb White as part of Michael Stepaniak's Ph.D. research and its developed is described in detail in his dissertation [27] . Figure 30 shows the current sensor platform.
Figure 30. Four-rotor flying sensor platform
The basic concept behind the four-rotor sensor platform is that the UAV itself functions as the gimbals for the sensor onboard the UAV such as the 360-degree SICK scanning LADAR. By changing pitch and roll of the platform the multiple scans that are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 can be performed.
Since the platform was only just completed, actual data collection efforts must still be performed. However, the interface of the processor with the SICK scanning LADAR and the HG1930 IMU has been completed. Two operational scenarios are currently envisions; one in which the scanning LADAR and IMU data are send to a data collection computer on the ground via a telemetry link based on 802.1 lb, and the other involves the installation of a low-weight data collection computer on the UAV itself.
5.
Conclusions
This report summarizes the investigation into the use of scanning 2D LADARs for autonomous navigation in three-dimensions. The navigation solution is based on planar surfaces extracted from LADAR scan images. The report describes a method for estimating plane parameters using images of a 2D scanning LADAR that is rotated in a limited elevation range (three different elevation angles are implemented). Changes in plane parameters between scans are applied to compute position and orientation changes. Leastsquares linear position and attitude computation routines are presented. The use of DOP factors is introduced to formulate the influence of planar geometry on the navigation accuracy. Simulation results and test results presented demonstrate the feasibility of 3D navigation methods developed. Furthermore, a covariance analysis has been performed for the 3D autonomous navigation case. Finally, the 2D integrity equations developed in year 1 of the effort were extended to three dimensions.
A four-rotor flying sensor platform was developed and is currently being prepared for a data collection effort to verify and validate some of the proposed methodology using real UAV-based data. The planned sensors for this UAV are the SICK LD-OEM 360-degree scanning LADAR and the Honeywell HG1930 IMU. Interfaces for these sensors have been developed under efforts parallel to this one.
Future work in Year 3
Originally year 3 would focus on the development of real-time urban UAV positioning and attitude determination algorithms that can be demonstrated on the 4-Rotor UAV (task 3.1).
Although feature extraction and association algorithms have been developed during phases 1 and 2, real-time aspects would not be implemented until this Phase. Furthermore, realtime algorithms would be designed and implemented to perform an online mapping function {task 3.2) . This phase would be concluded with a 4-Rotor UAV flight demonstration in an urban environment to demonstrate the feasibility of assured 3D position, attitude and heading determination (task 3.3) . Even though the plan still includes the implementation of the algorithms onboard the UAV and a flight test with the UAV, the tasks in year 3 will also include the integration of scanning LADAR data with data from a 2D camera. Current work at Ohio University has shown potential for this integration mechanism and we think it is the logical extension for the research pursued in this effort since it addresses the observability drawbacks of LADAR-based navigation discussed in Section 4. Finally, the integrity methods developed in year 2 will be validated using MonteCarlo simulations.
Reporting activities will consist of the semi-annual and final reports and an annual briefing.
7.
